The following is a quotation from a Memorandum prepared by Sir Eyre Crowe, under date of January 1, 1907, while he was in the British Foreign Office, the Memorandum being entitled "Memorandum on the Present State of British Relations with France and Germany". The Memorandum has been published in Volume III of the series entitled "British Documents on the Origins of the War, 1898-1914".

"For there is one road which, if past experience is any guide to the future, will most certainly not lead to any permanent improvement of relations with any Power, least of all Germany, and which must therefore be abandoned; that is the road paved with graceful British concessions - concessions made without any conviction either of their justice or of their being set off by equivalent counter-services. The vain hopes that in this manner Germany can be 'consoled' and made more friendly must be definitely given up. It may be that such hopes are still honestly cherished by irresponsible people, ignorant, perhaps necessarily ignorant, of the history of Anglo-German relations during the last twenty years, which cannot be better described than as the history of a systematic policy of gratuitous concessions, a policy which has led to the highly disappointing result disclosed by the almost perpetual state of tension existing between the two countries. Men in responsible positions, whose business it is to inform themselves and to see things as they really are, cannot conscientiously retain any illusions on this subject".